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Statement of Purpose (Abstract)

The object of this thesis is the application of a novel clustering approach to the anal-

ysis of biomedical images. The chaotic map clustering algorithm is here used for two

different purposes within this field. The first one is the segmentation of digital mammo-

graphic images, a process of grouping together similar subsets of image pixels resulting in

a medically meaningful image partition. The image is divided into pixels subsets charac-

terized by a set of conveniently chosen features and each of the corresponding points in

the feature space is associated to a map. A mutual coupling strength between the maps

depending on the associated feature space points distance is subsequently introduced.

On the system of maps, the simulated evolution through chaotic dynamics leads to its

natural partitioning, which corresponds to a particular segmentation scheme of the initial

mammographic image. The significance of the results obtained and the applicability of

the proposed method as preliminary step in automatic flows is discussed. The second

application field is the pre-classification step in the analysis of indirect immunofluores-

cence images, a process aiming to the assignation of input images to a class from a given

set. The images themselves are characterizable by an appropriate set of features which

determine their corresponding points in the data space. For an input set consisting of a

significant number of known type images and one unknown type image, each correspond-

ing point gets associated with a map in interaction with its map neighbours according to

a given distance law. Subsequently, the maps are let to evolve through chaotic dynamics

and their final clustering scheme into a given number of classes provides a classification

for the input unknown image. The applicability of the results obtained in an automatic

work flow is subsequently analyzed. The thesis concludes with some overall considerations

about the use of chaotic map clustering algorithm in the analysis of biomedical images.
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Chapter 1

Chaotic map clustering

1.1 Clustering overview

1.1.1 Clustering generalities

Clustering represents the task of partitioning a set of objects into a number of groups

so that objects belonging to a same group (which is called cluster) are more similar

(in some sense, depending on the examined problem and its particular implementation)

than to the objects from other clusters. Therefore, the partition clustering subsets find

a meaning in the context of a specific problem. Although the cluster analysis can be

seen as a way of classifying objects into meaningful subsets, clustering has not to be

confused with common classification techniques normally characterized by assigning the

objects to a restricted set predefined classes [1]. Clustering techniques are basically used

for data mining and they find various fields of application such as machine learning [2],

pattern recognition [3], pattern classification [4], image analysis [5], information retrieval

[6], bioinformatics/genetics [7], communications [8], speech recognition [9], high-energy

physics [10], astrophysics [11], finance/business [12], analysis of dynamical systems [13],

to cite only some of them.

Cluster analysis itself is not synonymous of a given algorithm, but a general machine
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learning problem to be solved. The generic task can be performed through the application

of various algorithms significantly different in which concerns the clusters definition and

the ways of their efficient finding. Usual cluster definitions include basically those groups

characterized by low distances among the objects members of a cluster, but also regions

of increased density in the data space, intervals or some particular statistical distribu-

tions. There are no universal appropriate clustering algorithm and parameter configu-

ration scheme (including values of parameters such as the specific distance function, the

density threshold or the total number of clusters): the choices depend on the characteris-

tics of the individual data set and (in a lesser extent) on the intended use of the results.

Therefore, clustering does not reduce to a completely automatic classification task, but an

complex process of optimization involving trial and failure. Achieving the desired results

will often imply significant adjustments of the algorithm and its parameters.

The clustering problem is intrinsically ill-posed: the inherent difficulty of the cluster

analysis arises from the ambiguity of decision concerning what a cluster is. The clusters to

be established depend on the total number of partition subsets and the desired resolution

in the data space, and these parameters are determined for each particular problem.

1.1.2 Data representation in clustering

In order to perform an efficient cluster analysis, the input data must be appropriately

represented [14]. Assuming a distance-based characterization of data, the corresponding

clustering algorithms have to match data type and to correctly incorporate the aspects of

scale, normalization and proximity measure types.

Let the analyzed set consist of n objects represented as points (vectors) in a d-

dimensional (feature) space. The set is thus organized in a n × d pattern matrix : the

rows of the matrix identify the pattern (object) while the columns denote the features

which measure the objects. Most commonly, the d features lay on a set of orthogonal

axes, justifying the use of the mathematical term “space”. One can represent a cluster
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as a subset of points/patterns close to one another or satisfying an appropriately cho-

sen spatial relationship. While visual representations are limited to two or three spatial

dimensions, cluster analysis allows the organizing of multidimensional data beyond our

physiological limitations.

The “must” ingredient of all distance-based clustering methods is the proximity index

between pairs of objects. This parameter is a measure of the affinity of the considered

objects and is usually computed from the pattern matrix. The proximity indices are

naturally organized into a usually symmetric n×n dimensional matrix called the proximity

matrix. The affinity measure can be expressed either as similarity (e.g. the correlation

coefficient) or dissimilarity (e.g. the Euclidean distance between points).

The features characterizing data points are here conveniently assumed to be contin-

uous (the other possibilities, binary and discrete features, are of lower interest and are

mentioned only for the sake of conformity); therefore, only numerically meaningful fea-

tures will be considered in the following. Consequently, one can generate continuous data

in the proximity matrix ranging on a ratio quantitative scale.

Let the column vector xi = (xi1 xi2 . . . xid)
t, i = 1, n denote the ith pattern in the

pattern matrix. Any kind of metric defined on the feature space defines a dissimilarity

matrix, [d(i, j)], where i and j label the representative points of the objects in feature

space. In particular, one may consider the generic weighted Minkovski metric,

d(i, j) =

(
d∑

k=1

wr
k|xik − xjk|r

)1/r

(r ≥ 1) (1.1)

as a valid possibility for generating a dissimilarity matrix from the pattern matrix. The

most common cases of used metric are obtained for r = 2 (usual Euclidean distance),

r = 1 (the Manhattan distance) or r → ∞ (the so-called “sup” distance). A non-trivial

example is the Mahalanobis generalized distance defined as:

d(i, j)2 = (xi − xj)
tW−1(xi − xj) (1.2)

where W is the pooled within-group covariance matrix for the two groups to which belong
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the points xi and xj (see e.g. [15]). While the features are automatically standardized to

zero mean and unit variance, this scheme has a major drawback in a clustering context:

the assignation of the points to a particular cluster has to be done a posteriori.

As a similarity measure, one could take here the Pearson linear correlation,

φij =

∑d
k=1 wk(xik − xi)(xjk − xj)[∑d

k=1 wk(xik − xi)2 ·∑d
k=1 wk(xjk − xj)2

]1/2
with xi =

d∑

k=1

wkxik/

d∑

k=1

wk (1.3)

and one could define also a corresponding dissimilarity measure through δij = (1−φij)/2

(one has −1 ≤ φij ≤ 1, with 1 indicating the strongest possible positive relationship,

while −1 standing for the strongest possible negative relationship. The use of this kind

of coefficient is plagued by some drawbacks within a clustering context. A simple and

general similarity measure has been proposed by Gower ([16]):

sij =
d∑

k=1

wijksijk/

d∑

k=1

wijk with sijk = 1− |xik − xjk|/Rk (1.4)

where wijk are either significance or weight coefficients and Rk is the observational range

of the kth feature over the set of objects representative points.

Data normalization is usually performed on the input “raw” data in order to increase

significance of different features comparison. In fact, the use of Euclidean distance as dis-

similarity index automatically grants a privileged role for the large-ranged features over

the small ranged ones. One can overcome this problem by an appropriated normalization

scheme. Let’s denote the original “raw” feature values with an asterisk: thus, the unnor-

malized jth feature of the ith pattern will be denoted with x∗ij. We define the jth feature

average over the set of points

mj =
1

n

n∑
i=1

x∗ij (1.5)

and the jth feature variance

s2
j =

1

n

n∑
i=1

(x∗ij −mj)
2 (1.6)
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The most common normalization scheme translates and scales the features in order to

reduce them to zero mean and unit variance:

xij =
(x∗ij −mj)

sj

(1.7)

This normalization scheme is used also in the present work.

1.1.3 Clustering algorithms

The clustering can be performed through using a certain algorithm. In the literature one

can find many different clustering algorithms which are used to solve particular problems.

In the following, a brief classification sketch of the classification/clustering algorithms is

given.

a) A first classification of the algorithms distinguishes between exclusive and non-

exclusive schemes. In the exclusive classifications, each object belongs strictly to one

subset, while in non-exclusive classifications this constraint is not fulfilled. Non-exclusive

methods can be overlapping (if an object can definitely belong to more than one class)

or fuzzy (if an object belongs to every cluster with a membership weight ranging between

0 and 1, which can be also be interpreted in terms of clusters being fuzzy sets). While

non-exclusive methods are of interest in certain particular cases, most clustering schemes

univocally assign the objects to single clusters. The classifications examined below concern

only exclusive algorithms.

b) The exclusive algorithms are divided into supervised (extrinsic) and unsupervised

(intrinsic). The supervised algorithms use prior knowledge about the objects to be par-

titioned (e.g. the number of classes, the assignment of the points to a certain class) and

many authors distinguish these methods from “true” cluster analysis which is referred to

as “unsupervised classification” [17]. The unsupervised algorithms use exclusively the in-

formation contained in the proximity matrix to perform the classification task and makes

no use of a priori knowledge about the final partitional classes.
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c) The (exclusive) unsupervised algorithms are further subdivided into hierarchical

and partitional methods. This is the main distinction criterion among various clustering

algorithms. Hierarchical classification makes use of a nested sequence of partitions ob-

tained from the proximity matrix and cluster identification occurs through a recursive-type

method (which may be agglomerative or divisive). Partitional classification algorithms

generate directly the final partition of the data, with the aim of recovering the natural

groups which the data consists of.

d) The classification algorithms can be also subdivided into parametric and nonpara-

metric. Parametric algorithms make use of assumptions about the final structure of the

clusters (e.g. point density, distribution of points in the cluster around its center) and a

clustering criterion function taking an extremal value for the optimal classification, while

nonparametric methods make no such assumptions and do not define any explicit function

giving cluster separation in the data space. The objective of a parametric classification

method is to find the clustering scheme which leads to the extremal (usually minimal)

value for the minimization criterion; some classical examples of parametric approaches are

variance minimization, maximal likelihood, and fitting Gaussian mixtures. If there is no

a priori knowledge about the final cluster data structure, nonparametric approaches suit

better the analyzed particular problem. The main drawback of nonparametric approaches

is the lack of cluster validity criteria; other critical issues characterizing these techniques

are the lack of a straightforward way to determine which the most significant partitions

among the final hierarchy and their tendency to create clusters even when the data does

not contain any natural clusters.

Popular classification/clustering algorithms include K-means, connectivity-based (hi-

erarchical), density-based, etc. The choice of a “right” clustering algorithm for a given

problem is not an easy task and there is no easy way to determine if a particular classifi-

cation method will reveal itself efficient or not.
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1.2 Chaotic Map Algorithm

1.2.1 Introduction

Towards the end of the last century, a new promising nonparametric method of clustering

relying on the physical properties of the inhomogeneous Potts model has been proposed by

Blatt, Wiseman and Domany [18], [19]. They restated the data clustering task in terms of

measuring the equilibrium properties of the mentioned model; by solving the physics of the

inhomogeneous ferromagnetic system they were able to obtain good clustering solutions.

The proposed method exhibits a series of advantages rather unique: it naturally generates

information about the different data self-organizing regimes, the final number of clusters

is provided as an algorithm output, and the hierarchical data structure is represented by

merging or splitting of the clusters at the variation of a control parameter (the physical

temperature). Additional positive features of the method are, the insensitivity of the

results with respect to the initial conditions, robustness of the algorithm against the

presence of noise, and computational efficiency. The ferromagnetic Potts model is a

system of individual spins described by the parameter s ∈ 1, q with q > 1, located on the

sites of a lattice and whose mutual interaction is described by a non-vanishing strength

Jij associated to the couple of neighbor points i and j (subsequently denoted by < i, j >)

if si 6= sj. The Hamiltonian of such a system,

H(sk) =
∑
<i,j>

Jij(1− δsi,sj
) (1.8)

is essentially similar to the energy functions used in other spin and neural systems. The

homogeneous Potts model (characterized by equal nearest-neighbor couplings J<i,j> = J)

exhibits two phases: paramagnetic disordered at high temperature, ferromagnetic ordered

at low temperature; this model is easily described by statistical means and is of low inter-

est for the clustering issue. The strongly inhomogeneous Potts models are characterized

by the formation of magnetic “grains” within which the interactions between neighbors

are strong while couplings between all other pairs are very weak. These models also ex-
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hibit a ferromagnetic ordered phase at low temperatures and a paramagnetic disordered

phase at high temperatures; in addition, at intermediate temperatures the models present

a superparamagnetic phase characterized by alignment of spins in strongly coupled grains

and no relative ordering of different grains. The superparamagnetic regime is best re-

flected by the system’s magnetic susceptibility, χ: the transition from ferromagnetic to

superparamagnetic is accompanied by a noticeable peak of χ, the superparamagnetic

phase is characterized by large fluctuations in the magnetization and susceptibility, while

at the reaching the full paramagnetic regime, the susceptibility decreases abruptly. The

characterization of the superparamagnetic regime accounts for the breaking of the grains

clusters into macroscopic subclusters at the raising of the temperature: thus, the super-

paramagnetic phase itself naturally displays a hierarchical behavior.

The generic inhomogeneous ferromagnetic Potts model can be used for clustering pur-

poses according to the following scheme (see e.g. [19]):

1. Construct an associated physical Potts spin problem

a) Associate a Potts spin variable si ∈ 1, q to each pattern vector xi

b) Construct a system of neighbors for each pattern vector xi

c) For each couple of neighboring points < i, j > calculate the coupling

Jij ∝ exp

(
−‖xi − xj‖2

2a2

)

2. Locate the superparamagnetic phase regime

a) Compute average magnetization < m > and susceptibility χ for different temperatures

b) From analysis of χ, establish the temperature limits of the superparamagnetic regime

3. Construct the data clusters at the superparamagnetic regime

a) Measure the mutual spin correlation Gij for all neighboring couples < i, j >

b) From correlation data, construct the data clusters

which already contains several key characteristic elements in common with chaotic map

approach, the central feature being the change from the original problem similarity index

(representative points mutual distance ‖xi−xj‖) to the more flexible spin-spin correlation
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function 〈δsi,sj
〉.

About at the same time, a mostly similar clustering property expressed in terms of chaotic

dynamical networks was described by Manrubia and Mikhalkov [20]. With respect to the

physics of the Potts model, their model introduces two new crucial elements: an asso-

ciated dynamical system of maps with chaotic behavior and the phenomenon of mutual

synchronization among the maps. Their dynamics of the (randomly coupled) maps is

defined as:

xi(t + 1) =

(
1− ε

ν

1

n− 1

n∑
j=1

Tij

)
f(xi(t)) +

ε

ν

1

n− 1

n∑
j=1

Tijf(xj(t)) (1.9)

where the couplings are characterized by the symmetrical random matrix [Tij] (with Tii =

0), the average connectivity is given by

ν =
1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i,j=1

Tij , (1.10)

the parameter ε constrained by ε < ν measures the scale of coupling intensity and f(x) is

the individual map function (subsequently chosen by the authors as the standard logistic

f(x) = 1 − ax2). The equation (1.9) with (1.10) may describe also the limiting case

of globally coupled maps whose chaotical dynamics was thoroughly investigated by K.

Kaneko ([21]-[28]). Manrubia and Mikhalkov operate a comparison of the behaviors of

globally and randomly coupled maps from the point of view of clusters formation in the

system of maps. As well as in the case of the Potts model, the system exhibits several

phase transitions at the varying of a parameter (here: the coupling strength ε), the

globally coupled maps system exhibiting a wider set of phases compared with the system

of randomly coupled maps. The dynamical behavior of the systems reflecting also cluster

dynamics is described through the use of several parameters; of particular interest is the

use of the mutual information between two maps as a measure of their mutual correlation

degree.

Combining the change of the analyzed system present in the Blatt, Wiseman and Domany

approach with the better suited dynamical system considered by Manrubia and Mikhalkov
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yields to a very flexible nonparametric partitional clustering method with a system of

chaotic maps in interaction which is presented in the following.

1.2.2 Chaotic Maps essentials

A map is a discrete-time dynamical system defined as an ordered list of elements (Z,M, f),

where Z are the integers, M is a manifold locally diffeomorphic to a Banach space and

f : M → M is a continuous function. As for any other dynamical system, the map is

essentially characterized by its evolution in “time”; in most cases, the integer set where

“time” takes the values actually reduces to the natural numbers N and the “functioning”

of the map is given by the recursive relation

xi+1 = f(xi) (with xk ∈ M ∀k ∈ N) (1.11)

Very often, the dynamical system is identified with the deterministic mathematical rule

generating his time evolution, so for a loose definition one might take into consideration

only this prescription and state that the map itself is given by (1.11) (see e.g. [29] or [30]).

Thus, from an initial state of the system (x0) one can univocally deduce the sequence of

states of the system at any subsequent time t ∈ N by repeated application of (1.11). The

space where the manifolds are embedded can be referred to as phase space, while the

sequence of states reached by the system in its dynamical evolution and contained in the

phase space is usually called orbit or trajectory. If the orbit exhibits a non-periodical,

apparently “unpredictable” behavior, the dynamical system (in particular: the map) may

be labeled as chaotic. The main indication of the chaotic behavior is the strong (on a

short term: exponential) orbit dependence on initial conditions. Here are listed several

other properties of chaotic systems:

1. Chaos results from deterministic nonlinear processes whose mechanism results from

stretching and folding;

2. Chaotic orbits remain bounded within the phase space;
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3. Chaotic orbits have a broadband power spectrum because a chaotic orbit consists

of unstable orbits of all periods;

4. Chaotic attractors often exhibit fractal properties;

5. Chaotic systems generally follow certain routes to chaos following the variation of

some control parameter.

An useful quantitative measure of chaos is the Lyapunov exponent : this parameter mea-

sures the divergence rate of nearby orbits after averaging over the chaotic attractor. For a

bounded system, the chaotic behavior corresponds to a positive and finite Lyapunov ex-

ponent. The Lyapunov exponent can be defined by examining the exponential separation

growth rate between two neighbor orbits after a number of iterations. If the initial states

of the neighbor orbits are x0 and x0 + ε, the separation of the orbits after N iterations

can be written as

|fN(x0 + ε)− fN(x0)| = ε eN ·λ(x0) (1.12)

where λ(x0) is the Lyapunov exponent. A more correct formal expression for this exponent

is deduced from (1.12) by taking the limits ε → 0 and N →∞:

λ(x0) = lim
N→∞

lim
ε→0

1

N
log

|fN(x0 + ε)− fN(x0)|
ε

= lim
N→∞

1

N
log

∣∣∣∣
dfN(x0)

dx0

∣∣∣∣ (1.13)

One has to mention here the simplest nonlinear difference equation map used within this

context, the logistic;

xn+1 = rxn(1− xn) (1.14)

where the parameter r ∈ [0, 4] and 0 ≤ xk ≤ 1. The behavior of the logistic map allows

one to distinguish between the so-called “bifurcation regime” for 1 < r < r∞ characterized

by negative values of the Lyapunov exponent λ and the “chaotic region” for r∞ < r ≤ 4

where one has mostly an exponent λ > 0 (in this region there are also a series of intervals

in r where λ < 0 and the corresponding orbits are still periodic). For this map, the shift

from periodicity to chaos occurs at r∞ = 3.5699456 . . ..
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1.2.3 Chaotic Maps Clustering Algorithm

As previously hinted, the chaotic dynamic systems can be used for practical clustering

purposes. The use of the chaotic maps for the clustering of pattern systems representative

points in the feature space has been formalized and advocated since early 2000’s by the

work group lead by prof. Angelini from the Bari University ([31]-[37]). During the last

decade, a series of successful various applications of this clustering method emerged in the

literature, applications such as landmine detection [32], EEG signals analysis in medicine

[33], gene analysis in biology [34] or financial analysis (stock markets [35], financial time

series [36]).

Within this approach, a chaotic map system is associated to a given data set in such

a way that the structure of this last one is reflected in the cluster formation of quasi-

synchronized maps. The method relies on the cooperative behavior of the coupled chaotic

maps whose dynamics naturally leads to cluster groups of synchronized maps on similar

orbits. The algorithm uses the mutual information as similarity index for performing a

hierarchical data clustering, without any further assumption on the number of clusters

and their density distribution.

The algorithm can be applied to any situation describable through the means of a

numerical features set. Let d denote the number of features and n the number of objects

to be classified. For each object one may compute the values of the d features and associate

a representative point in the corresponding feature space. The set of representative points

is

R =
{
ri|i ∈ 1, n

}
(1.15)

where the vector ri = (ri1ri2 . . . rid)
t. This set is further mapped in a system of maps in

interaction. The matrix element characterizing the interaction between the points i and

j is defined as

Jij = exp

[
−(ri − rj)

2

2a2

]
(1.16)
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where a is a local length scale parameter. The dynamical variable of each map is real and

bounded, xi ∈ [−1, 1] and its (discrete) time evolution is given by:

xi(t + 1) =
n∑

i 6=j=1

Jij f(xj(t))/Ci (1.17)

In the relation (1.17), the coefficients Ci are normalization constants defined as Ci =

∑n
i6=j=1 Jij, and the function f is the particular logistic map, f(x) = 1− 2x2, constructed

such as to map the interval [−1, 1] on itself, for the highest possible value of the parameter,

a choice which ensures the chaotic regime for each map. Incidentally, one can note that

the variable change y = f(x) allows rewriting the dynamics (1.17) in a form more similar

to the evolution equations occurring in the field of neural networks:

yi(t + 1) = f

(
1

Ci

n∑

i6=j=1

Jij yj(t)

)
(1.18)

where f plays the role of a transfer function. The local scale a appearing in (1.16) is esti-

mated as average distance of the K-nearest neighbors, where K is the only surviving free

parameter of the algorithm. While the choice of this parameter is somehow arbitrary, the

results should not exhibit an important dependence on its particular value ([31]). Within

this context, the points i and j are nearest neighbors if and only if the point i is one on the

K nearest neighbors of j and conversely, the point j is one of the K nearest neighbors of i.

During the evolution phase, the individual orbits are chaotic but the maps whose nearest

neighbors are similar will synchronize through their interactions (contained in Jij). Af-

ter a conveniently chosen number of temporal steps T , the synchronized evolution of the

similar maps can be easily detected. In order to check the correlation properties of the

whole system of maps, one introduces an auxiliary temporal sequence of sign bits for each

map Si(t) defined as following:

Si(t) =





1 if xi(t) > 0

0 if xi(t) ≤ 0

(1.19)
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From the sequence of bits one can compute the Shannon entropy for the ith map:

Hi = −
∑

b=0,1

Pi(b) ln Pi(b) (1.20)

where Pi(k) is the probability of occurrence for the bit b in the sequence
{
Si(t)|t ∈ 1, T

}

defined as the ratio of the total number of occurrences of the bit b to the total number of

bits in the sequence, T . In an analogous manner one can compute the joint entropy for

any couple of maps {i, j} with i 6= j:

Hij = −
∑

bi=0,1

∑

bj=0,1

Pij(bi, bj) ln Pij(bi, bj) (1.21)

where Pij(bi, bj) is the probability of incidence of {Si(t), Sj(t)} = {bi, bj} in the temporal

sequences of bits.

The good measure of the synchronism is the mutual information between the maps {i, j}

([38])which can be simply obtained from (1.20) and (1.21) as

Iij = Hi + Hj −Hij (1.22)

For completely synchronized maps, the sequences of bits are identical, therefore Hi =

Hj = Hij and the mutual information reaches its maximum value (in our case, this maxi-

mum is ln 2 due to the choice of the function f). Non-synchronized maps have completely

independent sequences of bits, therefore one has Hi + Hj = Hij and the mutual informa-

tion vanishes as expected.

The final step of the algorithm is the cluster extraction. The mutual information of

the couples of maps defines a kind of “topology” which can be used for the construction

of a hierarchy of groups. The construction of the clusters is realized in two steps:

• all the couples of maps for which the mutual information exceeds a threshold value

(Iij > θ) are considered graph-connected, while if Iij < θ the points i and j will

have no direct connection;
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• once all the connections between the couples of maps have been set, the clusters

result as connected parts of the graphs previously obtained. In other words, two

maps belong to a same cluster if there exists a path of mutually connected maps

joining them.

Within this approach, the threshold θ lays obviously between 0 and ln 2. In particular,

for θ = 0, all the points are connected in an unique big cluster, while for θ = ln 2 every

point in the feature space belongs only to its own cluster1. In between these extremes,

one has to find the “best” partition scheme.

The number of clusters monotonically increases with the threshold and their hierarchy

is naturally obtained from the graph’s increasing connectivity. A particular clustering

scheme is arguably meaningful if the clusters are stable under the variation of the thresh-

old; the stability conditions can be quantized as follows:

• the number of clusters is stable over a significant θ variational range;

• the size of the biggest clusters is not affected by variation of θ on a significant range.

These conditions are strong indications that the clustering scheme obtained through ap-

plication of the algorithm is not a spurious artifact of meaningless numerical output but

it rather reflects some deeper similarity property of the input data. In the above fig-

ure (1.1) an illustrative result of the hierarchical clustering with the threshold method is

represented.

1with the noticeable exception of the points perfectly synchronized from the very beginning
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Figure 1.1: Illustrative dendrogram for hierarchical clustering. The most stable portion

corresponds to the range 0.25 < θ < 0.41; the 11 most meaningful clusters are labeled

with letters from A to K. For larger values of θ the number of clusters NC increases

gradually faster as the clusters split over and over and approaches the number of input

points with θ → ln 2
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Chapter 2

Mammographic images segmentation

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Mammography overview

At present, breast cancer is still the most common cancer among women, apart the cancers

of the skin, and one of the main female cancer death causes ([39], [40], [41]). The most

widely used method for detecting breast cancer in its early stages is the mammography,

a technique which has lately taken advantage of the supplementary features offered by

the digital format [42]. Mammographic modality makes use of the mammograms – X-ray

images of the breast which contain visual information about the potential pathologies

inside the breast. The tissue components of the breast attenuate in a greater or lesser

degree the X-ray beam according to their interaction properties, and the output image is

nothing but record of these interactions. The X-ray are usually differently attenuated by

malignant tissues than by normal breast parenchyma, and the result of this differentiation

can be detected on the mammogram. At present, mammography is still the only breast

imaging modality which is documented to have a sensible impact of reducing breast cancer

mortality when used within a screening program ([43], [44]). Mammographic screening is

aimed to find as many early stage non-invasive or small-sized invasive breast pathologies
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as possible, in order to eliminate as many negative consequences as possible through ade-

quate medical treatment. Among the many factors on which depends the effectiveness of

a screening program, one can mention the quality improvement of the mammogram read-

ing which is arguably linked to the use of specific auxiliary techniques. During the last

decades, along with the digital revolution, the automatic detection of pathologies in the

mammographic images has became a widespread auxiliary technique in radiology and the

CAD (Computer Aided Detection) systems have proven a certain degree of effectiveness

mostly as a second reader (see e.g. [45], [47], [50] or [48]). While an ultimate assessment

about automatic systems performance with respect to the correct identifying and hint-

ing out of pathologies is yet to be made, it looks safe enough to predict the increasing

importance of these techniques in mammography [46].

2.1.2 Mammographic images segmentation

In the process of automatic searching of pathologies in the images, the partitioning of the

image itself in medically meaningful components (homogeneous with respect to one or

several appropriately chosen characteristics) is usually a compulsory primordial mid-level

step in the processing workflow ([39],[49],[50]):

This phase plays a crucial role: any non segmented lesion at this stage will be irre-

mediably lost for any further analysis. While a wide variety of segmentation approaches

have been proposed, there is no standard algorithm that can ensure high levels of sig-

nificance for all imaging applications ([51], [52]), and the segmentation method has to

rely on specific testing on an actual database [53]. In particular, the segmentation of the

mass lesions in mammographies is still a challenging task since the masses are usually

embedded and obscured by surrounding normal breast parenchyma ([39]) and deciding

whether a dense area of the breast in an image represents a true mass lesion or it is just

normal parenchyma has been classified as “probably, the most difficult task in reading

mammograms” [54]. The segmentation methods proposed in mammography and more
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 Computer-aided Detection and Diagnosis 89

Starting with a digital mammogram, which can be 
obtained by digitizing a screen-fi lm mammogram or 
using a digital mammogram, a lesion or lesions 
(CADx) or potential lesions (CADe) are identifi ed. 
For CADx schemes, the lesion is usually identifi ed by 
the radiologist, although a CADe scheme could be 
used. For CADe scheme, there are many different 
methods. An intuitively straightforward method is to 
use some form of grey-level thresholding, as cancer 
usually appears brighter than its surrounding back-
ground in a mammogram. For example, taking the 
brightest 2% of the pixels in a mammogram can be 
effective in identifying potential microcalcifi cations 
(Chan et al. 1987a).

After a lesion or lesions have been identifi ed, they 
are segmented from the image. This essentially 
involves identifying the margin or border of the 
lesion(s). For example, Kupinski and Giger computed 
the radial gradient in an area that contains a seed 
point for a detected lesion (Kupinski and Giger 
1998). A pixel belongs to the lesion if the radial gradi-
ent is greater than a threshold value. In this way, all 

pixels that are a part of the lesion are identifi ed. At 
this stage in a CADe scheme, there are usually a large 
number of potential or candidate lesions, perhaps, 
ten to hundreds.

Next, features are extracted from the image, which 
characterize the lesion and in some cases, its back-
ground. The goal here is to characterize the lesions 
so as to differentiate benign from malignant lesions 
(CADx) or actual lesions from falsely detected candi-
dates (CADe). Many of the extracted features are 
based on features that radiologists use to distinguish 
benign from malignant lesions (e.g., how spiculated 
the lesion appears), but others are not (e.g., the use of 
co-occurrence matrices to characterize texture). The 
optimal set of features is not known, but different 
features are used for masses and clustered micro-
calcifi cations.

These features are then input to a statistical classi-
fi er, such as an artifi cial neural network. The classi-
fi er is trained to distinguish benign from malignant 
lesion (CADx) or true from false detected lesions 
(CADe). The output of the statistical classifi er is a 

Signal Identification

Segmentation

Feature Extraction

Detected Lesion

Digital Mammogram

Screen-Film

Mammogram 

Film Digitizer

Digital

Mammography

System

Statistical Classifier

Location of Lesion

Segmentation

Feature Extraction

Likelihood Lesion is Malignant

Statistical Classifier

CADe CADx

Fig. 6.1. Generic fl owchart 

of a CADe and a CADx 

scheme. In CADe, the 

 location of potential lesions 

is determined by the 

 computer. In CADx, the 

lesion location is known, 

either by a CADe algorithm 

or manually indicated by 

a radiologist. The output 

of the two schemes also 

 differs. CADe output gives 

the location of potential 

malignancies, while CADx 

gives the likelihood that 

the indicated lesion is 

malignant. Further the 

features that are extracted 

from the image may  differ 

for CADe and CADx, but 

there can be overlap. The 

statistical classifi er in 

CADe is used to distin-

guish actual lesions from 

false detections, while 

in CADx the classifi er 

 distinguishes benign from 

malignant lesions

Figure 2.1: Generic flowchart of CADe (detection) and CADx (diagnosis) automatic sys-

tems according to Nishikawa [50]. Both branches include the segmentation step.

generally in medical imaging are quite various; for a review see e.g. [55], see also [56]

for a particular example. Pham, Xu and Prince identify eight categories of segmentation

methods [57]:

1. thresholding approaches

2. region growing approaches

3. classifiers

4. clustering approaches

5. Markov random field models

6. artificial neural networks

7. deformable models
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8. atlas-guided approaches

Among these, one of the standard generic segmentation approaches proposed more than

three decades ago is the (feature-based) clustering method [58], which associates to each

pixel or group of pixels from the image a set of appropriately chosen numerical parameters

and transforms the primary segmentation task in a derived clustering problem in the

associated feature space. Thus, the process of feature clustering becomes the crucial part

of the segmentation algorithm. The main advantage of this approach is that the method

does not require the use of a training set [59]. In the above-mentioned paper ([57]) three

main clustering algorithms in segmentation are refered: K-means (ISODATA), fuzzy c-

means and expectation-maximization. Along with these widely-used algorithms one may

group the feature clustering with coupled chaotic maps which is examined in the present

thesis.
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2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Mammographic images

Most patient cases in mammography come along with the standard four images, two views

for each breast: usually, one view from above the horizontally-compressed breast – the

craniocaudal (CC) view –, and another from an oblique or angled view with respect to

a diagonally-compressed breast – the mediolateral oblique (MLO) view. The two-view

system allows the radiologist to gain a 3D representation of the breast. Occasionally,

additional views can be recorded for supplementary information (e.g. lateromedial LO, or

mediolateral ML). The images are gray shaded so that every pixel is fully characterized

by an unique intensity parameter.

The mammographic image reference database used for this work consists of a group of

46 selected cases for a total of 268 images. More specifically, there were considered three

distinct datasets: a first set of 24 digitally acquired cases on a GE Senograph 2000D

containing 98 images, a second set of 22 digitalized cases on a Fuji CR mammograph

containing 97 images; moreover the segmentation algorithm was also tested on a third

set of 73 anonymized images containing micro-calcifications clusters digitally acquired on

a Lorad Selenia Full Field Digital Mammograph. All the digitally acquired images were

subsequently stored on a PACS system. The eventual pathologies have been diagnosed

and classified by two expert senior radiologists; all diagnosed pathologies have been further

confirmed by histological examination. Each image of this database has been separately

submitted to an independent segmentation process.

The mammogram typical sizes range from about 1000×1800 pixels to 2048×2560 pixels,

corresponding to a maximum of 5242880 points characterized by their individual gray

level. The images gray levels are coded either on an 8-bit or a 12-bit scale. The resolution

of a mammogram is usually of about 80µ per pixel.
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2.2.2 Specificities of CMC algorithm implementation

The implementation of the Chaotic Maps algorithm for the analysis of mammograms can

be roughly divided in three different phases: maps system initialization, evolution of the

system of maps and the analysis of temporal sequences obtained.

In the initialization phase, most basic choices are performed. The input image has

to be mapped in terms of points in a feature space to be clustered by the chosen algo-

rithm. Subsequently, it’s still at this stage that to each point in the feature space one

has to associate a map and compute its mutual interaction coefficients Jij in the matrix

1.16. Since no a priori information about the image pixels is available, for the first step

the mammographic image has to be partitioned in squares (the most natural choice of

a regular partitional pattern) small enough to match the typical dimensionality of the

smallest objects of interest for the radiologist and enough rich in pixels in order to enable

the computing of relevant associated features. It turns out that a choice of the square

side around 20 pixels is enough to get meaningful values for the statistical features (with

400 input points for each square) and small enough (about 1, 6mm in real size) to match

the small micro-calcifications typical sizes. Values inferior to 20 for the elementary size

bring little in terms of partition resolution but a heavy increase of the computational

needs. Therefore, for each elementary unit a vector of features is computed leading to an

associated point in the feature space.

Due to the fixed geometry of the initial partitioning, no geometrical or form-based fea-

ture can be taken into account at this stage. This aspect is very penalising especially for

the masses lesions which are usually characterized not only by density but also by shape

and contour type: the classic appearance of a breast pathology in a mammogram is an

irregular mass, often with ill-defined or spiculated margins ([60]; see also [61], [62]). The

features used to characterize elementary units are the usual statistical central moments
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(mean pixel gray value, variance, kurtosis, skewness) and several autocorrelation values

(energy, entropy, contrast) accounting for the texture ([59]; for the generic texture fea-

tures see also [63], [64]).

The position of the square in the image has a definite importance: any segmented lesion

should be a contiguous region composed of one or several groups of pixels, therefore any

medically meaningful clusters of points in the data space have to correspond to spatially

connected groups of neighbor squares in the image. Hence, it results necessary to treat

separately the positional feature as a compulsory check.

A particular attention has to be paid to the region outside the breast: this area contains

only essentially black pixels and computing features on it yields not only an useless extra

computational charge but also a potentially confusing set of points in the feature space

which would affect the feature distribution estimated over the meaningful elementary

units inside the breast and the scale parameter value. Therefore it is necessary to cutoff

all the external elementary squares by taking into account their position with respect to

the border of the breast.

Successively, the values of the features computed on the remaining (internal) squares

have been normalized to zero mean and unit variance in order to be consistently com-

bined in the computation of the matrix elements 1.16 (cf. e.g. [32]) . A Karhunen-Loève

transformation has been subsequently used for reducing the analysis of data to the main

independent components of the feature vector and for eliminating eventual feature redun-

dancies.

After computing the mutual distances in the feature space, the K nearest neighbors and

the distance scale, the initialization phase concludes by assigning a random value between

−1 and 1 for the maps associated to internal points.

The evolution of the chaotic maps system is performed only for the effective maps

(corresponding to points inside the breast) according to the equation 1.17 where the sum-
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mation over couples of maps is limited to the points up to a 3 · a distance in the feature

space. The number of time steps is fixed since the maps are chaotic. At each step, for

each map the sign bit 1.19 corresponding to its current value is extracted and stored as

part of a sequence.

Once the evolution of the maps system comes to its end, the analysis phase is per-

formed on the sequences of bits according to the procedure described in the equations

(1.20)-(1.22). Following the clustering prescription from 1.2.3, the threshold θ is given

a series of values in the range [0, ln 2] and for each of these values the clusters are con-

structed. Out of the numerical information concerning the total number of cluster and

the number of points belonging to each of them, the implementation of the algorithm

outputs a ”clustered” image on which the clusters obtained on this basis are visualized

as different gray-level regions. A number of clusters superior to 256 has been considered

meaningless and has been not considered in the analysis. Due to the border effects, the

contour of the breast usually introduces a series of spurious clusters with no real meaning.

In our analysis, we have chosen to cut-off these artifacts by default assigning a strip of

border pixel squares to the unique border cluster; the choice has the advantage that the

breast shape contour is immediately visible on the segmented image (in white).

The exposed algorithm implementation can be summarized by the simplified flowchart

in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Flowchart of the CMC algorithm implementation for segmentation of mam-

mographic images
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2.3 Mammographic images segmentation with CMC:

results

2.3.1 Results

The application of this clustering method yielded a series of noteworthy results.

There is little to be commented on the evolution of the maps itself: it has been veri-

fied that they obey a chaotic dynamics as expected.
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-0,5

0

0,5

1

Tue Oct  5 15:16:23 2010

Figure 2.3: Typical dynamics of a map within this implementation

The first important consideration is that for a significant range of values of the defining

parameter K (from the KNN) there appears no automatic “best clustering” first criterion
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since the number of clusters exhibits no obvious stationarity at the varying of θ. In the

runs, values of K ranging from 5 to 50 have been tested, yielding to qualitatively similar

results. The typical dependence of the number of clusters as a function of the threshold

θ is depicted in the figure 2.4.

 

 

 

Figura 1: Numero di cluster come funzione del parametro di soglia 
Figure 2.4: Typical variation of the number of clusters as a function of θ

This behavior is not sensibly influenced by the number of features involved in the analysis.

As an immediate consequence, the variational approach cannot be mechanically applied

just as in the original version of the CMC algorithm.

On another hand, the other evaluation criterion, the size of the biggest clusters, exhibits

portions of relative stability at the varying of θ. In order to extract a meaningful behavior,

the image partition has to be carefully considered. The final segmented mammogram

contains at least the three obvious big clusters:

• the points corresponding to the black background and which lie outside the breast;

• the points assigned to the breast border who are conventionally represented as white;
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• the internal points of the breast with no other particularity for the analysis and

which naturally group together in an inside background cluster.

When examining the dependence in θ of the big clusters in an image, the three basic

clusters have been left out of the analysis since they bear no pertinent information. The

typical behavior of the size of the two bigger meaningful clusters is represented in Fig.

2.5.

 

Figura 1: Numero di unità elementari dei due più grandi cluster (linea piena e tratteggiata, 

rispettivamente) come funzione della soglia 

Figure 2.5: Usual variation of the size of the biggest meaningful number of clusters as a

function of the threshold θ, the solid line refers to the first cluster, the dashed line to the

second one

While most of the meaningful big clusters have significant θ ranges of size stability,

about 20% of the images don’t present obvious size stability ranges in θ. This fact can

be taken as an indication that the obtained clusters in these cases are algorithm artifacts

with no medical meaning (an understandable result particularly for healthy patients where

the segmentation process is expected to fail to identify potential meaningful regions of
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interest, and spurious small clusters are more likely to appear). For the other images, size

stability indicates that the big clusters provided by the algorithm do reflect some local

property of the image rather than being artificial results of the algorithm.

The lack of stability can be linked with the “cluster noise” which turns out to be very

important at higher threshold levels: in fact, most of the clusters contain actually just

one pixel square and show up in internal breast areas characterized by rapid variation of

luminosity, mostly not far from the breast contour.

The segmentation algorithm described above displays a fair amount of findings in the

images containing mass lesions. Here are illustrated the most common ways in which

the findings of the segmentation algorithm appear.

a) Original image b) Segmented image θ=0.04 c) Segmented image θ=0.36

Figure 2.6: A small and well-individuated mass showing up in the segmented images

In Fig. 2.6 the segmentation of a small mass easily identifiable on the slightly darker

parenchymal tissue is presented for two different values of the threshold. The center of

the mass lesion is segmented as unique point cluster for both thresholds. When allowed

to search for more clusters (a setting which corresponds roughly to higher sensitivities),

a new cluster develops around the center of the mass fairly reproducing its shape, but
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with a subsequent apparition of spurious clusters near the border. At lower thresholds,

most of the spurious clusters disappear but the shape and size of the lesion are no longer

reproduced.

a) Original image b) Segmented image θ>0.02 c) Enlarged image from a)

Figure 2.7: A small and round-shaped opacity showing up in the segmented images

Figure 2.7 exhibits a basic segmentation pattern showing up at most of the threshold

values in the case of a small and well-defined round opacity. In this case, the size of

the dense area corresponds roughly to the side of the elementary square and the unique

internal cluster showing up constitutes a fine segmentation pattern.

When the potential mass lesions have bigger sizes or they are less contrasted with respect

to the surrounding breast tissues, the segmentation process yields less satisfactory results.

Two such segmentation patterns are shown in the figures 2.8 and 2.9: the first illustrates

the occurrence of a potential mass lesion loss within the process, while the second empha-

sizes the lack of correspondence between the segmented clusters and the shape and size

of the actual opacity in the image.
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a) Original image b) Segmented image θ=0.04 c) Segmented image θ=0.36

Figure 2.8: Medium-sized massive objects in a mammography segmented with θ = 0.04

and θ = 0.36. Note the spurious pixel squares near the upper cluster and the lonely pixel

square cluster showing up at higher θ

The mass loss in the segmentation phase occurs frequently for larger mammogram

dense areas. While for the small opacities the clusters essentially match the area of

interest, the algorithm frequently assigns elementary units belonging to the larger ROI

to different clusters, easily confoundable with spurious findings. The scarcity of valuable

results in the case of the potential mass lesions makes impossible to estimate any reliable

quantitative performance parameter e.g. in terms of true positives, sensitivity or ROC

curve: it is very difficult to decide whether a generic mass has been identified by the

segmentation process and there is a cluster of points reproducing it up to some extent.

An interesting behavior is displayed by the images containing micro-calcifications. The

parts of the image where micro-calcifications show up naturally group altogether in a

cluster. The feature analysis thus displays the whole ROI rather than finding individual

calcifications, as is visible in the Figure 2.10. This result it is also not surprising due

to the well-known reliability of the micro-calcifications characterization through the local
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a) Original image b) Segmented image θ = 0.10

Figure 2.9: Large-sized density object in a mammogram segmented with θ = 0.10. Note

the weak correspondence between the segmented internal areas and the actual shape and

size of the ROI

features on the image.

Since the segmented image looks promising for an eventual further analysis in an

automatic system, a validation alternative approach has been used: instead of clustering

mutual information for the bit sequences, the simple Euclidean distance in the feature

space between the couples of squares has been considered as dissimilarity parameter. With

this data available, the clustering has been performed in a similar manner to the one

exposed in 1.2.3: all the couples of points separated by an Euclidean distance inferior to a

given threshold have been graph-connected, while remote points remained disconnected.

The connected parts of the graphs provide the partitional scheme; the reliable feature-

based partition of the image in figure 2.10:a is shown in 2.10:d.
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a) Original image containing micro-

calcifications clusters

b) Micro-calcifications distribution given

by a CAD tool

c) Segmented image displaying a big

cluster for the ROI

d) Image segmented with a feature-

based dissimilarity scheme

Figure 2.10: Segmentation of an image with micro-calcifications
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As one can easily notice, the feature-only based approach produces a segmentation pattern

essentially similar to the one given by the CMC method here examined. Therefore, the

chaotic map clustering of the mammographic images containing micro-calcifications brings

out no extra information with respect to this simpler and less resource consuming method.

An immediate interpretation of this fact would be that for the mammograms considered

here the clustering properties are not heavy linked with the algorithm itself but rather

with the chosen system of features and feature space distribution of representative points.
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2.3.2 Discussion

The non-parametric chaotic map clustering of the mammographic images has been con-

sidered here as stand-alone segmentation approach, mainly from an application point of

view. The ultimate goal of applying such a particular segmentation method to the medical

mammographic images is the potential performance improvement of an automatic detec-

tion system based on it. As hinted, the specific aspect of mammographic segmentation

which still constitutes a non-trivial challenge, is the segmentation of mass lesions, while

the identification of micro-calcifications with this new algorithm hardly could lead to any

spectacular breakthrough advance. Since there is no clear stability range in the threshold

θ , assigning these findings to real ROI for a medic (potential mass lesions) remains a

hard task, at least for an automatic system such as a CAD. Basically similar segmented

images can be obtained with less effort if clustering only the distance features, which

means that the chaotic map clustering algorithm brings little (if any) improvement with

respect to the more orthodox and less resource consuming distance-based methods. This

result is certainly not surprising since if one excludes their geometrical characteristics,

mass lesions usually do not share a mathematically well-defined set of features and the

identification of massive ROI is a challenge.

At this stage of the analysis, the results lead us rather to pessimistic conclusions con-

cerning the valuable applicability of the chaotic map algorithm for the segmentation of

mammographic images in an efficient automatic work-flow. While some massive opacities

show up conveniently as internal clusters (especially the smaller ones) in the segmented

images, many of them are either lost or they appear with wrong sizes, shapes and as

neighboring independent clusters (see e.g. Fig. 2.8 and 2.9). This fact implies that the

massive opacities segmentation with this algorithm does not really meet the basic re-

quirements of the task itself. Moreover, the important number of “parasite” clusters with

no medical significance add a further complication in correctly evaluating the output of

the segmentation algorithm which the stability analysis cannot eliminate. Concerning the
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micro-calcifications, the fairly decent results of the chaotic maps segmentation process are

still not better than the ones derived from simple feature analysis. Consequently, there

would be little point in using this further elaboration technique which adds nothing to the

information already available about the mammographic image. Within this interpretative

framework of the results, even with the limited statistics of the cases used in this thesis,

we can summarize our analysis by asserting that due to the particularities of the mammo-

graphic images, the chaotic map clustering algorithm could hardly prove in the future to

be a good valid stand-alone method of segmentation. Whether this method could improve

the segmentation performance of another jointly used algorithm or be successfully used in

a subsequent analysis stage such as the classification of the segmented ROI should make

the object of a further work.
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Chapter 3

Indirect Immunofluorescence images

classification

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Immunofluorescence overview

An autoimmune disorder is a disease occurring when the (human) body’s immune system

develops an inappropriate immune response against own cells by mistakenly attacking and

destroying healthy body tissue. The normal immune response is directed against (poten-

tially or actually) harmful or alien substances and cells and it is chemically triggered by

a molecular structure recognizable by the immune system, called antigen; a very limited

attack against body’s own cells is a part of the normality. The aberrant behavior of the

immune system consists in erroneous massive “recognition” of body’s own cells as harmful

and subsequent misdirected autoimmune response. Within this condition, the immune

system produces autoantibodies and T-lymphocytes of immunological competence which

will heavily act against body tissues producing structural and/or functional damage.

There are more than 80 different types of known autoimmune disorders ([83]), which

can be labeled as haemocytolytic (involving blood circulation cells), localized (affecting
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a specific organ) and systemic (affecting the whole organism). Taken as a whole, the

autoimmune diseases constitute the third most common group of diseases in the United

States, second only to cancer and heart diseases, which affect an (under-)estimated 5-8%

of the population ([84]).

The relatively high incidence of autoimmune diseases makes necessary the development

of effective specific detection systems. Among the clinical tests routinely used in the

diagnosis of autoimmune disorders/diseases, a place of choice is occupied by Immunoflu-

orescence, which constitutes the standard recognition test in screening programs [93].

First developed by Coons around the mid 20th century ([94], [95]), Immunofluorescence

techniques are based on the reaction antigen-antibody in which the antibodies are tagged

(marked for visualization) with a fluorescent coloring agent and the complex of both the

antigen and the marked antibody is subsequently visualized with a microscope using for

illumination ultra-violet light. The dyes regularly used within this technique are called

fluorochromes; they have the role of emitting visible light under appropriate ultra-violet

incidence.

The immunofluorescence techniques fall in two basic categories:

Direct Immunofluorescence (DIF) This group contains those techniques character-

ized by the staining of cells with antibodies (AAB) directly bond chemically to the

fluorescent dye. The antibody recognizes its specific target molecule and establishes

a bond to it; the attached fluorochrome is subsequently detected with the fluores-

cence microscope after washing out the unbound antibodies and other non-antibody

proteins. The use of a DIF technique makes possible multicolour tests, where the

cells are simultaneously stained with different species of antibodies, each one marked

with a different fluorochrome.

Indirect Immunofluorescence (IIF) These techniques are characterized by the use of

two antibodies: the cells are at first stained with unlabeled primary antibodies by
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allowing the substrate to react with patient’s serum of various dilutions (1:40, 1:80,

1:160 etc.) in a damp chamber for about half an hour, then in a second step, after a

rinse the other antibodies of defined specificity labeled with fluorochrome (usually

fluorescein isothiocyanate, FITC) are introduced in order to bind with the primary

ones. As well as in the case of DIF, the exceeding (mostly fluorescent) antibodies are

removed through a final washing before slides examination under the microscope.

Although multicolour images can be obtained in special conditions, IIF techniques

are basically monochrome.

Of particular importance in the detection of autoimmune diseases are the Antinuclear

Antibodies (ANA) whose actions are targeted against a broad spectrum of nuclear anti-

gens and which are identifiable in patients serum. While on the market have appeared

immunoenzymatic technique (ELISA) diagnostic kits, the simplicity of this potentially

automatized method is partially shadowed by its inferior sensitivity and reliability with

respect to the standard recommended IIF ANA test [87], [88]. The use of a human ep-

ithelial cells line (HEp-2) as antigenic source for ANA tests makes possible the detection

of a large number of autoantibodies species; on another hand, the HEp-2 line substrate

exhibits a good sensitivity for determination of ANA [89].

Although the IIF remains the preferred AAB determination method, it has also a cer-

tain number of limitations and drawbacks such as the non-uniformity of the substrate,

the non-automatic manipulation of the samples or the subjective interpretation of the

results which lead to a low reproducibility and an overall lack of standardization [98].

Moreover, IIF assay is noteworthy for the impossibility of its automation and being thus

time-consuming, with all additional costs implied [99]. A partial answer to these limi-

tations could be the application of automated interpretation systems in IIF, a method

which could eventually bring higher standardization for the technique [96], [97].

Henceforth, the present analysis will concentrate exclusively on IIF tests performed for
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ANA on the HEp-2 substrate.

3.1.2 IIF images classification

The IIF tests performed on HEp-2 substrate using FITC fluorochrome produce green

band images (λe = 518nm) which are usually digitized by color cameras. While the

visual information is recorded on a three-channel color system, the only meaningful input

obviously reduces to the monochrome green emission band of FITC which carries all the

information about the relevant antibody fixation on the substrate cells, and is reproduced

essentially losslessly by the green channel of the digitized image [102].

The analysis of an IIF image can be divided in three main hierarchical processing steps

[96]:

1. positivity of the image (if the patient serum contains a medically significant amount

of ANA), usually realized in function of the fluorescence intensity;

2. localization of the fluorescent pattern(s) – nucleus, cytoplasm, mitotic cells chro-

matin;

3. nuclear pattern characterization.

Other authors combine the steps 2 and 3 in a generic staining pattern classification phase

([102]).

The fluorescence intensity classification step discriminates between healthy patient

negative images and positive images indicating the presence of ANA in patients sera. The

physician recommended classification makes reference to a semi-quantitative scoring for

the characterization of the positive images according to their fluorescence intensity [103].
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Score Fluorescence intensity description/characterization

4+ brilliant green (maximal fluorescence)

3+ less brilliant green fluorescence

2+ defined pattern but diminished fluorescence

1+ very subdued fluorescence

0 negative

The guidelines [103] proposed by the Centers for Diseases Control (Atlanta, USA)

include the use of two standard “controls”, positive and negative, to which the analyzed

image has to be compared. The negative control is a specificity test for the involved anti-

body: if the serum to be tested is normal (healthy) no staining intensity should show up.

The positive control is obtained by using known positive serum for the test and consti-

tutes basically a procedure validation test. Both control tests are used as a comparison

check by the physician and they are important in defining a particular calibration for any

automated image analysis technique.

It’s worth mentioning that recently, a new classification of sample fluorescence intensity

has been proposed [104]: according to its authors, the first classification step should label

IIF images as negative, intermediate or positive. The classification relies on a double-

reading expertise. The proposed three-class system results by the mapping of the com-

bined class assignments by two independent physicians:

• an image is positive if both physicians label it at least as 2+

• an image is negative if both physicians classify it as negative

• an image is intermediate or border zone if both physicians classify it as 1+ or if

their labels disagree and at least one of these labels is inferior to 2+.

This three valued classification system is also used and discussed in the present work.
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The staining pattern classification step is aimed to assign the cells images to one

or more among the more than 30 different patterns described in the literature [99]. This

assignment reveals an information potentially useful for diagnostic purposes, since differ-

ent patterns correspond to different sets of autoimmune diseases. Although the number

of patterns seems excessively high, not all of them are frequently encountered in practice;

most often, the nuclear staining patterns will fall in one of the following groups (e.g. [90]):

• Homogeneous (Diffuse): staining of the interphase nuclei and staining of the chro-

matin of mitotic cells

• Nucleolar: homogeneous or large coarse speckled staining of nucleoli within the

nucleus

• Speckled: (fine to coarse) granular nuclear staining of the interphase cell nuclei

• Peripheral nuclear (Rim): continuous staining around the outer region of the nu-

cleus, with definitely weaker staining toward the center of the nucleus

• Nuclear dot: 2 to 30 (commonly 13 to 25) dots in interphase nucleus

• Centromere: more than 30 nuclear dots in interphase nucleus and mitotic cells

chromatin

The CDC standardization [103] recommends the use in reports of the first four (nuclear)

patterns from above, along with the cytoplasmic staining pattern characterization. In

order to complete the overall picture, one has to add that in a significant number of cases

two (or more) staining patterns are present in the image which should be labeled as mixed.

In an automatic work flow for the analysis of IIF images, the two classification steps are to

be performed in sequence, the staining pattern label concerning exclusively those images

categorized as positive at the first step. Both of them can be in principle realized through

application of the CMC algorithm. While the fluorescence intensity classification has been

successfully performed on the basis of a whole image system of features ([106], [105]), the
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nuclear staining pattern assignment has to be performed on every single cell of the image,

which requires a certain preliminary image processing. Therefore, the pre-classification

of the IIF images with a new algorithm can be implemented easier and faster than the

classification of the single cells after developing also a specific preprocessing tool, and

require a more complex analysis. It’s worthwhile mentioning that the segmentation from

the preprocessing phase in the case of the IIF images is easily performed by standard

methods such as thresholding, so it would be pointless to use the more complex CMC

approach in order to generate a segmentation of the image (here, this step of the analysis

is not critical!).

Although in the literature are mentioned various automated systems of classification of

IIF images, only a part of them contain an explicit positivity pre-classification module

and among these latter ones, only the multiple expert system proposed by Soda and

Iannello ([107], [106]) is properly described in details, while noteworthy performance of

the commercial AKLIDES system is repeatedly mentioned without further specifications

([97], [96], [101]). The approach used here exploits the worthy aspects of the multi-expert

system made available in the literature.
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3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 IIF images

Usually, the IIF images come in groups of several dozens of different patient samples (posi-

tive or negative) along with two calibration images: the negative and the positive controls.

As previously indicated, all IIF images used here have been obtained on the HEp-2 sub-

strate of epithelial cell lines obtained from human laryngeal carcinoma, a choice leading to

good visualization of the internal structure of the cells from an homogeneous population

of monolayer individuals.

While routine laboratory ANA tests are performed starting with the recommended initial

sample dilution 1:40 which is subsequently decreased by halving it until its titer corre-

sponds to the disappearance of the fluorescence signal, the IIF images considered in this

thesis are all made at the threshold dilution of 1:80. From the medical point of view, this

choice is justified by the low positivity titer range which is (1:40 – 1:160) for most labo-

ratory tests (that is: dilutions lower than 1:160 are to be considered definitely positive,

while concentrations higher or equal to 1:40 correspond to negative sera, the intermediate

values being labeled as low positive) [106]. The choice is also justified by analysis unifor-

mity which requires to compare sample images taken in similar conditions.

The reduced IIF image database used for this work contains a total of 90 sample images

pertaining to 6 different slide determinations (each slide having one couple of correspond-

ing controls). All the images have been reviewed and classified by one or two expert

immunologists as true positives (66), border zone (3) and true negatives (21). The 66

positive images exhibit the following staining patterns:

• 25 Speckled

• 18 Homogeneous

• 7 Nucleolar
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• 2 Centromere

• 14 mixed patterns (3 Homogeneous + Nucleolar, 3 Speckled + Nucleolar, 3 Speckled

+ Mitosis, 1 Speckled + Nuclear Dots, 1 Speckled + Cytoplasmic, 1 Speckled +

Mitochondrial, 1 Homogeneous + Nuclear lamina, 1 Nucleolar + Peroxisomes)

As easily seen from the exposed structure, while fairly reflecting the routine distribution

of the samples in a laboratory IIF analysis, the statistics of this database are far from be-

ing highly relevant with respect to the fluorescence intensity pre-classification (the border

zone case is practically absent) and of limited interest in which concerns any investigation

about the staining pattern classification (only speckled, homogeneous and – in a lesser

measure – nucleolar patterns can be described with partial relevance). Two samples of

the most relevant staining patterns are displayed in figure 3.1.

The image files have the three standard color channels at the same camera resolution of

650 × 515 pixel; they have been reduced to their monochrome intensity levels which are

essentially coincident with the green channel value (since the intensity levels for the red

and blue channels are practically zero with some meaningless noise added). Therefore,

each image is fully characterized by its 334750 pixel intensity levels which constitute the

input to the present implementation of the CMC algorithm.
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a) Homogeneous pattern b) Speckled pattern

Figure 3.1: Samples of the most frequent nuclear staining patterns in the database

3.2.2 Specificities of CMC algorithm implementation

The characterization of an image must be done in terms of a carefully chosen set of

features. It has been argued and tested ([106]) that the whole image features informational

content is matched by the information corresponding to the features computed exclusively

on its cell area (after segmentation):

• the practically uniform dark background of the IIF images contributes scarcely to

the statistical features;

• the pertinent features are correlated to the essentially similar texture pattern of the

image cells;

• potentially harmful artifacts introduced by the segmentation algorithm don’t show

up within this set up.

The CMC algorithm works well on appropriately normalized features in the data space.

One has to take into account that physicians themselves compare the IIF image with the

positive and negative controls in order to assign a label for its fluorescence intensity. The

approach used in [106] considers that each absolute feature of the analyzed image comes
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along with four other values which can be seen as different features; if one denotes by

fim, fCP and fCN the numerical values taken by a feature computed on the processed

image, on the positive control image and on the negative control image respectively, the

four combined features take the values fim − fCP , fim/fCP , fim − fCN , and fim/fCN .

While these values suit the multi-expert decisional system used in the above cited work,

the purposes of a CMC-based classification system are fit rather by the naturally scaled

(reduced) features:

fred =
fim − fCN

fCP − fCN

(3.1)

The system of features used for the overall characterization of the IIF images in the

database contained the following groups of elements 1:

first-order histogram: first 4 moments of the distribution, entropy, range

second-order histogram: second-order entropy, contrast, angular second moment, in-

verse difference moment, correlation, marginal means, marginal deviations, entropy

of difference second-order histogram, difference second-order histogram angular mo-

ment, difference second-order histogram mean

distributional: position of absolute maximum, energy around the maximum, number of

relative maxima, energy around relative maxima

A preliminary analysis of the system of features reveals that not all of them have ef-

fective discriminant power. In order to have a seizable representation of the separation

capabilities of the reduced features mentioned above, an “as is” statistics has been per-

formed on the IFI images from the database. On the graphic in Fig. 3.2 the averages and

the standard deviation bars on the whole database and on its three subsets have been

represented. As the visual inspection clearly shows up, only a limited group of features

have potentialities of discriminating positive and negative images, while the border zone

images (already coming into play with very poor statistics) meet serious difficulties to

1The computation of these features is detailed in the Appendix B
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be separated from the rest of the images (particularly from negative images) exclusively

through feature-based methods. More specifically, the features with distributions enabling
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Figure 3.2: Features statistics: average values with standard deviation bars. The black

marks refer to overall database values, the red color stands for positive images, the green

color is associated to negative images, while the blue marks are for the border zone images.

The features are scaled according to the relation (3.1) but not normalized

them to separate between positive and negative images are the non-overlapping ones (6

– first-order entropy, 10 – second-order entropy, 17 – entropy of difference second-order

histogram, see Fig. 3.3) and, to a lesser extent, other lightly overlapping with favorable

distributions (1 – the histogram average, 12 – the angular second moment, 13 – second-

order inverse difference moment, 18 – differential second-order histogram angular moment,
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Fig. 3.4). Unfortunately, the three non-overlapping features, all of them being entropies

of some kind, are actually highly correlated (see fig. 3.5), which means that only one of

them is a really pertinent discriminant characteristic).
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Figure 3.3: Detailed distributions of top-discriminating features to be compared with a

non-discriminating feature (d). The representative points of the images are figured as

small circles

The effective implementation of the classification algorithm has to take into account

these considerations. The data type suggests the use of a decomposition method (i.e. the
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Figure 3.4: Detailed distributions of the four marginally discriminating features

reduction of the multiple class categorization issue into several binary tasks) rather than

a direct multiclass approach ([108], [109]). Let aside the pairwise coupling, the distributed

output code and the n2 classifier, the method chosen to better cope with this kind of

data is a modified one-per-class. Within this approach, a decisional module makes the

distinction between one group members and the “rest of the world”. The definitive clas-

sification of an element comes by combining the decisional outputs of the modules with

an appropriately chosen reconstruction method. Each of the decisional modules involved

makes use of the CMC algorithm for determining the final assignation of an image; unlike
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a) First vs. second order entropies

b) First vs. differential second-order en-

tropies

Figure 3.5: Linear correlation of the three discriminant entropy features

in the case of segmentation, here the final number of clusters is known and the threshold

parameter has to be chosen accordingly in order that the final classes optimally match

the algorithm output. The slightly modified flowchart of the CMC algorithm in the strict

sense is presented in Fig. 3.6. The input image class is given by the majority rule applied

in the final cluster containing it: if most representative points in the considered partition

correspond to a given class A, the input image should be assigned to the same class A.

The two obvious modules which have to be used in the present case are a positive and

a negative discriminant. With a definitely better statistics, one could probably add a

third discriminant module corresponding to the border zone images. Each module uses

a different system of features which better suit its classification necessities. Within this

configuration, the final output label of an image is set to be definitely positive or negative
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Figure 3.6: Flowchart of the CMC algorithm implementation for classification of IIF

images
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if both modules agree (that is: the positivity module classifies the image as positive and

the negative module classifies it as non-negative, or the positivity module classifies the

image as non-positive and the negative module classifies it as negative), while the image

is considered border zone in case of disagreement (i.e. both modules claim image mem-

bership for their group or they both dismiss it). The attribution scheme is schematized

in the table 3.1.

Positive module class

Positive Non-Positive

Negative Negative Border Zone Negative

module class Non-Negative Positive Border Zone

Table 3.1: Multiple-Module output scheme (colored words)

Since the IIF image pre-classification phase has to give ultimately an answer to the

question of processing or not the analyzed image, the utility of the third choice (border

zone) at this point of the whole process is actually very limited. The rational output of this

phase should be simply binary, as required by its integration in the normal flowchart of an

automatic complete classification system, and it should exclude from further processing

the definitely negative images, while the positive (or rather: non-negative) images should

undergo a deeper investigation. Within this context, the three-folded classification seems

to bear just some residual relevance for the physician, a border zone image corresponding

to a case to be followed up.

An extended referenced IIF database appears to be a natural application field of the CMC

algorithm whose primary power is the discriminating power between several different

classes. In this case, the algorithm should differentiate and classify the cell staining

patterns.
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3.3 IIF images classification with CMC: results

3.3.1 Results

The application of the CMC algorithm in the classification of IIF images lead to interesting

results, despite the inherent limitations of the database. Each image has been represented

through the system of reduced features 3.1 as a point in the feature space. It’s worth

emphasize here some results of the analysis phase:

• with two exceptions (energies around maxima – features 8 and 9) the reduced fea-

tures have comparable variation ranges, being thus acceptable for a further process-

ing with the CMC algorithm, even without normalization;

• the variation range of the positive sample IIF images is essentially wider than the

ranges of the negative and barely relevant border zone samples: this is expected due

to the high diversity of the positive IIF images with respect to the low luminosity

negatives;

• granted that the three border zone images statistics has to be taken “as is”, there

appears to be little difference (if any) with the negative images with which there is

no really discriminant feature;

• while the statistical discriminant power over the negative and border zone images is

the most marked, due to their broad feature range, the positive images are expected

to get the maximum amount of false identifications: there will always be some badly

placed representative points in the feature space.

As mentioned, the classification system used here is composed of only two modules, since

a Border zone expert (see e.g. [105] could not be conveniently established. The difference

between the modules relies in the choice of the discriminating features to be used.
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Figure 3.7: Typical dependence of the number of clusters in the parameter θ

Since on one hand the aim of the system is the correct identification of an unknown image,

and on the other hand one has to check the functionality of this classification method by

using known images in input, the only reasonable approach is to test the assignation given

by the algorithm to an actually known image extracted from the database.

Within the CMC method approach, the ideal clustering result would be a pure dichotomic

(or a three item system, if considering the border zone images apart from positive and

negative image classes. In practice, the chaotic map system reaches a regime of good

stability in the parameter θ (see figure 3.7) but with a number of clusters definitely

greater than 2 or 3.

This behavior is given by several isolated point clusters corresponding to those images

(positive) with “anomalous” feature values out of the average range, plus an unique big

cluster containing all the rest of the points. At higher threshold values, the big cluster
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breaks in smaller significant pieces grouping together mostly images of the same kind

(positive or negative). The new partition is again stable with the variation of θ on a

comprehensive range (in figure 3.7, the second stability range is 0.19 < θ < 0.35) and the

non-trivial clusters are meaningful since one can associate them to a class with a simple

majority rule (one must keep in mind that the assignation of all the points but one is

known since the very beginning).

Within this framework, the final classification of the “unknown” image is given by the

determined class of the cluster containing its representative point. If the image happens

to be characterized by a set of “anomalous” features, the representative point will make a

cluster on its own already for low stability range in θ: such an image can be safely labeled

as positive. One may see here another slight difference with respect to the original CMC

algorithm which assumes a one-to-one correspondence between clusters and classes: here

it is compulsory to interpret the results in the light of problem’s specificities.

The border zone images do not really count in the final clusters: with their contrasted

features it is difficult to imagine how could they make an own cluster at this point (the

situation has to be compared with the positive images which naturally group into clusters

corresponding to their staining pattern feature characteristics).

The final assignation of the images is summarized in the table 3.2.

Input class (medic diagnosis)

Positive Border zone Negative

Output Positive 55 1 2

class Border zone 2 0 4

(CMC) Negative 9 2 15

Table 3.2: Confusion matrix: ground truth comparison with the CMC method classifica-

tion, absolute values
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The same results can be expressed in percents with respect to the input data class as

in the table 3.3 below.

Input class (medic diagnosis)

Positive Border zone Negative

Output Positive 83 % 33 % 10 %

class Border zone 3 % 0 % 19 %

(CMC) Negative 14 % 67 % 71 %

Table 3.3: Confusion matrix: ground truth comparison with the CMC method classifica-

tion, input percents

It has to be emphasized that due to the poor statistics these numbers are meant as a

rough indication in the case of positive and negative images and an account of statisti-

cally irrelevant measured data in the case of the border zone images.

a) Nucleolar pattern b) Border zone nucleolar pattern

Figure 3.8: Samples of unrecognized nuclear staining patterns in the database
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A rate of 83% successful recognition of positive patterns is fair in comparison with

the ones reported for multiple configurations of a CAD system proposed in the literature

[105].

The negative image correct classification rate of 71% might not look very impressive

when compared with higher values in the literature, but it remains still fair compared to

the bare 70% of [105] obtained by using only the multiple expert decision system with no

rejection. Although it still looks somehow surprising that some negative images appear

misclassified (since they form a rather homogeneous group), there are several potential

explanations to this observational fact:

• the 6 groups of IIF images have been collected in different days under variable and

highly influent conditions (mostly the timing, through the photobleaching of the

fluorescent cells due to the incident light, but also the illumination conditions or

the camera focus are important variable parameters) which cannot be completely

compensated by the linear scaling of (3.1) and weigh upon the images features;

• the database limited size and distribution of the images (the negative images in

the database are less than one third of the positives) constitute a natural bias

towards positivity which cannot be completely compensated by automated weighing

techniques;

• partially reflecting the preceding drawbacks, the feature system offers less discrimi-

nating power for the negative images, as shown in 3.2.2;

• the diffuse threshold between negative and border zone/positive images cannot ex-

clude the possibility of erroneous image classification by the physician himself.

On another hand, for an automatic system it is by far more important to have an intensity

fluorescence high recognition rate of the positive images than to have a high recognition

rate for the negative images ([105]). This happens because of the following reasons:
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• the primary interest of such an analysis is to not miss the positive cases (that is:

to not discard potential pathology-revealing images by dismissing them as false

negatives), while a false positive case has less engraving consequences (basically, if

the label propagates up to the physician, it will cost him a couple of minutes to

decide that the image should not be considered as positive);

• before becoming a final label, the image fluorescence intensity alleged positivity

may be submitted to a cross-validation with an alternative scheme as in [105] and

be dismissed during the pre-classification stage;

• even if a false positive survives to an eventual cross-validation step, the successive

phase of cell staining pattern classification may rise a question mark if the image

does not match the known patterns and dismiss it at this stage of the analysis.

From the preliminary analysis phase, since there was no clear discriminating feature be-

tween them and the other images, the border zone images were not expected to show

up correctly; in fact, none of the three border zone images was actually classified as so.

Four negative images and two positive images appear to the system as border zone, mean-

ing only that the two modules (negative and positive classifiers) disagreed on them, not

that they were judged to belong truly to that category for some pertinent characteristic.

In other words, within this framework the border zone output represents nothing but an

artifact of the chosen classification scheme.

Getting back to the positive images, for a deeper analysis, the different categories of

cell staining patterns performed differently with the CMC algorithm (see table 3.4).

The best performance rate has been achieved by homogeneous and mixed patterns:

there was no lost image characterized by these patterns. The cause relies in the pecu-

liarities of the pattern itself: the homogeneous images bring full cell luminosity and are

heavily marked by the feature contribution of the individual cells, while the mixed pat-
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Input class Correctly classified Incorrectly classified

Cases % Cases %

Speckled 20 80% 5 20%

Homogeneous 18 100% 0 0

Nucleolar 2% 29% 5 71%

Centromere 1 (50%) (1) (50%)

Mixed patterns 13 100% 0 0%

Table 3.4: Positive staining patterns recognition distribution

terns images bring more specific “positive” features and the images are well characterized

overall.

With 80% of correct identification as positive, the speckled images are satisfactory rec-

ognized at this stage of the analysis, although for achieving realistic performance one

should probably consider also the joint use of alternative classification systems in order

to improve the rate.

A decisively bad performance despite the relatively poor numerical representation is dis-

played by nucleolar staining pattern images: with only 2 hits on a total of 7 images, these

images meet serious difficulties to be recognized as true positives by the system used here.

No complementary use of some alternative classification scheme could improve in a satis-

factory way the inadequate effectiveness of the actual CMC algorithm implementation.

While exhibiting a quite low (50%) recognition rate, the centromere pattern should not

be included in the present analysis for the following reasons:

• the number of images presenting this staining pattern is 2, absolutely insufficient

for any pertinent conclusion (even a rough one);

• the centromere pattern image not recognized as positive is actually taken at a much

higher dilution (1:2560 instead of 1:80) and has been considered here only for com-
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parison purposes.

The overall rate of successful classification of the IIF images is given by the trace of the

confusion matrix in table 3.2, that is around 78%. Unlike in most studies in the literature

which refer to more populous and category-balanced selected databases, this efficiency

characterizes roughly a database with image distribution typical for clinical practice IIF

images output.

In order to circumscribe better the meaningfulness of the results obtained, an al-

ternative classification approach in which the CMC algorithm was been replaced by an

implementation of a KNN algorithm in the feature space has been proven on the same

IIF image dataset. The nearest neighbor algorithm performed slightly worse, with an

overall successful classification rate of 73% (66 images out of a total of 90). Practically all

unsuccessfully recognized IIF images by the CMC method were missed also by the KNN

classification scheme, which correctly labeled as negative just one image classified erro-

neously as border zone by the former algorithm. Conversely, the KNN-based algorithm

misclassified four images correctly labeled by the CMC algorithm (one homogeneous and

one speckled positive patterns were classified “border zone” as well as another negative

image, while another speckled pattern positive image was classified negative). These re-

sults show that the method used here is at least as powerful as the alternative classification

scheme depicted as exhibiting “the best performance in the current application” context

([105]).
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3.3.2 Discussion

The chaotic map approach has been here considered as stand-alone method of classifica-

tion of the fluorescence intensity of the IIF images, as generic overview and as a potential

application for the future development of an automatic CAD system for the IIF images.

The ultimate aim of such application is the eventual performance improvement over other

systems already described and used in practice.

The CMC method has been here used both in a more “traditional” way (since it was

possible to exploit the θ stability of the cluster number, unlike in the case of the mam-

mographic images segmentation) and in a less conservative setting (since there was no

one-to-one correspondence between clusters and IIF image classes and the associated

class of a cluster had to be determined through a rule not pertinent to the CMC method

itself).

The method led to positive results, comparable with the results provided by other meth-

ods on the same image database. Although a certain category of IIF images systematically

did not display a good performance, the fact cannot be correlated to the method itself

since another approach confirmed the poor ratings verified on this particular subset of

positive nucleolar cell staining pattern images. It has to be emphasized however that any

comparison with other performances quoted in the literature should be taken “as is” since

it is flawed by a clear database bias; any definitive judgment should be formulated only

on the solid ground of the results obtained on a public and statistically relevant IIF image

database (which at present is still missing).

On the overall, the results are more than encouraging and seriously suggest the possi-

bility of use of the CMC algorithm in an IIF image CAD workflow. The weaker points

of the approach can be overcome with an appropriate combination with other systems

and/or fine tuning of the parameters and of the feature system. It is safe to assert that

a significantly larger database will make these operations feasible.
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Conclusions

The chaotic map algorithm results to be an alternative enhancement method of the clus-

tering of points in a data space with more orthodox approaches. The main conclusion of

this work is that the chaotic map clustering has revealed his applicability in the analysis

of biomedical images. As a general consideration, any kind of classification problem which

can be formulated in terms of specific numerical features is potentially approachable with

the algorithm. There are two types of difficulties one meets in the implementation of the

algorithm:

• difficulties related to the statement of the problem in an appropriated form (choice

of a model, selection of the relevant features, etc.), difficulties which are collateral

and indirectly related to the algorithm itself;

• difficulties which arise from the very nature of the algorithm and are related to the

type of output provided by the CMC algorithm or to the choice of an optimal set

of parameters.

The algorithm has proven its robustness in two different classes of applications. While in

the case of the mammographic images segmentation the results seem rather unimpressive,

one has to keep in mind that the main cause of the apparently poor performance resides

in the inherently tough task of constructing a “right” input for the algorithm, not in the

algorithm itself. At present, there is no ultimate segmentation scheme through a system

of features which does not incorporate any geometrical or shape-related characterization.

Therefore, it is expected that any algorithm using this reduced system of features as an
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input will produce less conclusive results.

Concerning the IIF images classification, the algorithm lead to fairly positive results even

when applied on a rather limited database. In this occasion, the CMC approach has also

shown its flexibility to cope with a situation slightly different with respect to its standard

application flow. It is expected that the incorporation of a sensibly more important infor-

mation by the extension of the database and a further fine tuning of all the parameters

involved according to the statistically more relevant data will lead to a clear improvement

of algorithm’s performance. An immediate further application might be in this case the

direct cell pattern classification, a task suiting even better algorithm’s potentialities. The

use of the algorithm in the IIF image classification task is an important step towards the

improvement of the whole automatic analysis process and the objective standardization

of the procedure.

As a final consideration, one should assert that although the CMC algorithm is undoubt-

edly robust and flexible, its practical applicability to a certain concrete problem cannot

be determined a priori but has to be established from a case to another, by taking into

account the situation specificity in all its aspects. Therefore, we advocate for the further

practical use of the method in all the phases of IIF images classification, and we definitely

support it as valid alternative to other clustering approaches for all the problems which

can be modeled through a numerical feature dataspace.
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Appendix A

Immunofluorescence Acronyms

AAB(s) Autoantibody (-ies)

Ab(s) Antibody (-ies)

ANA Anti-nuclear antibody

CENP Centromere Associated Protein

DIF Direct Immunofluorescence

ELISA Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assays

FITC Fluorescein isothiocyanate

HEp-2 Human Epithelial Cell (substratum)

Ig Immunoglobulin (Antibody)

IgG Immunoglobulin G

IIF Indirect Immunofluorescence

IFT Indirect Immunofluorescence Technology
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Appendix B

IIF Images Features

In the subsequent definitions, h(i) denotes the IIF image histogram value for the gray level

i (i ∈ 0, 255) while im(k) denotes the gray level of the kth point of the image.

0. absolute maximum position

f(0) = imax such as h(imax) ≥ h(j) ∀j ∈ 0, 255

1. histogram average value

f(1) = 〈h(i)〉i =

255∑

i=0

i · h(i)

255∑

i=0

h(i)

2. histogram standard deviation

f(2) =
√
〈(h(i)− 〈h(j)〉j)2〉i =

√√√√√√√√√√

255∑

i=0

(i− f(1))2 · h(i)

255∑

i=0

h(i)

3. histogram third moment

f(3) = 〈(h(i)− 〈h(j)〉j)3〉i =

255∑

i=0

(i− f(1))3 · h(i)

255∑

i=0

h(i)
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4. histogram fourth moment

f(4) = 〈(h(i)− 〈h(j)〉j)4〉i =

255∑

i=0

(i− f(1))4 · h(i)

255∑

i=0

h(i)

5. histogram range

f(5) = iM − im where h(j) = 0 ∀j < im & ∀j > iM

6. first order entropy

f(6) = −
255∑

i=0
h(i)>0

h(i) · ln h(i)

7. number of relative maxima

f(7) = card(M) where M = {i | h(i)− h(j) > 0 , ∀j , 0 < |j − i| < 5}

8. energy around relative maxima

f(8) =
∑

i∈M

i+4∑

j=i−4
j 6=i

(h(i)− h(j))2 (M is defined as above )

9. energy around absolute maximum

f(9) =
i+4∑

j=i−4
j 6=imax

(h(imax)− h(j))2 (imax is defined as above, imax = f(0))

For the second order features, one defines four cooccurrence matrices corresponding to the

four directions of first order neighbors (two on the diagonal, one horizontal and one vertical) in

the original image. These matrices link the points according to the following rules:
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coocE image points (k) and (k + 1), if the latter exists and it is on the same

image row with point (k) (the point at the right of (k))

coocS image points (k) and (k+w), w being the width of the image (in pixels),

if point (k + w) exists (the point under the point (k))

coocSE image points (k) and (k + w + 1), if the latter exists and it is on the

same image row with point (k + w) (the point at the right of the point

under (k))

coocNE image points (k) and (k − w + 1), if the latter exists and it is on the

same image row with point (k − w) (the point at the right of the point

over (k))

The matrix element is defined in the following manner:

coocE(m,n) =
cardE(m, n)

255∑

p,q=0

cardE(p, q)

where E(m,n) = {k | im(k) = m, im(k + 1) = n , 0 ≤ m,n ≤ 255}

and the analogous expressions for coocS(m,n), coocSE(m, n) and coocNE(m,n).

All the features 10− 19 are obtained by computing the four feature values corresponding to the

given directions (E, S, SE, NE) and averaging them.

10. second order entropy

aproape inexistent

f(10) = −
255∑

m,n=0
cooc(m,n)>0

cooc(m,n) · ln cooc(m,n)

11. second order contrast

f(11) =
255∑

m,n=0
cooc(m,n)>0

cooc(m,n) · (m− n)2

12. second order second angular moment

f(12) =
255∑

m,n=0
cooc(m,n)>0

(cooc(m,n))2
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13. second order inverse difference moment

f(13) =
255∑

m,n=0
cooc(m,n)>0

cooc(m,n)
1 + (m− n)2

14. second order correlation

Let hm1(m) =
∑255

n=0 cooc(m,n) and hm1(n) =
∑255

m=0 cooc(m,n) (the marginals).

Let hma1 =
∑255

m=0 m · hm1(m) and hma2 =
∑255

n=0 n · hm2(n) (mean values)

f(14) =
255∑

m,n=0
cooc(m,n)>0

(cooc(m,n) ·m · n− hma1 · hma2)

15. second order marginal means

f(15) = hma1 defined as above

16. second order marginal standard deviations

f(16) =

√√√√
255∑

n=0

(hm1[n] · n− hma1)2

17. entropy of difference second-order histogram

Let hd(n) =
∑255

m=n cooc(m− n,m) + cooc(m,m− n). Then:

f(17) = −
255∑

n=0
hd(n)>0

hd(n) · lnhd(n)

18. difference second-order histogram angular moment

f(18) =
255∑

n=0
hd(n)>0

(hd(n))2

19. difference second-order histogram mean

f(19) =
255∑

n=0
hd(n)>0

hd(n) · n
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